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rs growth team

at victory capital, we move
our clients forward.
RS Investments, a Victory Capital
investment franchise based in San
Francisco, California, has delivered
an array of actively managed equity
strategies since 1986.
Critical thinking, deep research, and
careful security selection are the hallmarks of our long-term investment
approach. We offer strategies that
focus on pursuing better outcomes
for our clients.
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overview

THE RS GROWTH
ADVANTAGE
One of the greatest challenges growth investors face is how to distinguish a company’s stock outlook from its business outlook. The movement of stock prices is
often exaggerated compared to the fluctuation of near-term business results, which
can create price dislocations relative to the long-term prospects of a business.
The RS Investments Growth Team is structured to take advantage of these gaps
using a disciplined and highly repeatable process that is rooted in fundamental
research and, most importantly, orchestrated around risk management. Their
approach is based on three key tenets:
>	Emphasize innovation—Search for pioneering, disruptive businesses that they
believe can change an industry.
>	Focus on the long term—Highlight companies that are aligned with the team’s
fundamental beliefs and that rank highly on key metrics.
>	Manage risk throughout the investment process—Seek an attractive risk/
reward profile at the time of purchase and deploy a three-stage risk management
screen on all holdings to help mitigate the negative impact of any single position.

We invest
in companies
large and small,
which gives us
the flexibility
to stick with
businesses
as they grow.

The team’s goal is to deliver a lineup of high-conviction, high-active-share* portfolios
composed of innovative companies that pursue competitive investment performance
over time.**

*Active share is a measure of the percentage of stock holdings in a manager’s portfolio that differs
from the benchmark index.
** There is no guarantee that any portfolio will achieve its objective.
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investment
team

THE LONG GAME
At RS Investments, a Victory Capital investment franchise, growth investing runs
deep, dating back more than 30 years ago.
The eight-member RS Growth Team believes that investment decisions should be
made by those closest to each business. That’s why they are aligned by sector, and
final portfolio recommendations reside with sector analysts.
This structure allows team members to develop an edge in understanding each
stock that can only be reached by intensive, company-specific research. In fact,
many holdings in the team’s mid- and large-cap portfolios started out in a smallcap portfolio. The analyst’s knowledge, cultivated over multiple market cycles,
provides both depth and perspective that can only be achieved over time.
Throughout the years, the team has refined their investment discipline and applied
it consistently across sectors and strategies. They interact daily—challenging each
other’s ideas, ways of thinking, and approaches to portfolio construction, as well as
the merits and risks of each investment idea.
The RS Growth Team takes pride in maintaining a close alignment of interests
with those of its investors, with all team members having a personal stake in the
success of the firm.

We put decision-making into
the hands of those who have the
most knowledge and experience
in each industry.
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THE RS GROWTH TEAM
The RS Growth Team is led by five portfolio managers who have worked together
for a decade and includes three research analysts.

portfolio management team

scott tracy, cfa
Chief Investment Officer

melissa
chadwick-dunn

SECTORS COVERED:
Financials, energy

SECTOR COVERED:
Health care

steve bishop
SECTOR COVERED:
Technology

chris clark, cfa

paul leung, cfa

SECTOR COVERED:
Health care

SECTOR COVERED:
Technology

analyst team
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lesley bunim

trevor martin, cfa

jim shaughnessy

SECTOR COVERED:
Consumer discretionary

SECTORS COVERED:
Producer durables,
transports

SECTOR COVERED:
Consumer staples

investment
process

ROOTED IN
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
The RS Growth Team seeks to deliver excess returns through bottom-up security selection based
on company fundamentals, driven by the philosophy that sustainable earnings growth generates
long-term stock appreciation.
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> Narrows the investable universe to stocks
with characteristics that have historically
led to market outperformance
> Separates a stock’s outlook from its business
outlook and identifies company-specific
anchor points
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> Identifies companies with favorable growth
characteristics
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The team looks first to discover great companies, and then to invest when they’re great stocks.
They maintain a long-term investment horizon, focusing on the factors that drive business success over three to five years. Continually honed over multiple market cycles, the team’s approach
establishes a consistent, disciplined process to identify promising growth companies poised for
attractive performance over a full market cycle.*

> Constructs a high-conviction, sector-neutral
portfolio of stocks with an attractive risk/
return profile

rs growth portfolios by the numbers
small cap
portfolio**

smid cap
portfolio**

mid cap
portfolio**

large cap
portfolio**

universe

1000

1250

600

500

focus list

500

300

300

250

farm team

200

120

160

150

portfolio

70–90

45–60

60–80

40–60

*There is no guarantee that any portfolio will achieve its objective.
**RS Growth portfolios are available as mutual funds and separate account strategies.
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idea
generation
Sector specialists discover new stock ideas
from both internal and external sources,
supported by quantitative and fundamental
techniques. Qualitative sources include analyst
industry knowledge gained from 2,000 company meetings each year, primary research,
industry conferences, and a deep sell-side
analyst network. Quantitative screens help identify attractive stocks that meet five key criteria
demonstrated to be essential characteristics
of strong growth stocks:
1)	Growth sustainability—Focus on companies that the team believes can deliver
double-digit growth over three to five years.
2)	Company quality—Seek out good businesses with high return on equity, high
and improving margins, and low debt.
3)	Attractive relative valuation—A good
company on the Farm Team and a good
stock in the portfolio is differentiated by
how it is priced.
4)	Positive earnings estimate revisions—
The company has a track record of earnings
that have exceeded analyst expectations.
5)	Favorable relative strength—The stock’s
recent price trend reflects the company’s
strong fundamentals.
The team then scores the applicable universe
based on these five factors and performs rigorous fundamental research on companies within
the top two quintiles.
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focus
list
Fundamental research—deep, company-specific
analysis focused on long-term business prospects—separates a company’s stock outlook
from its business outlook.
This research seeks to gain an information edge
by identifying anchor points for each company.
Anchor points are business drivers that mark
a company’s expected growth trajectory and
facilitate a longer-term investor’s view.
The most attractive companies offer identifiable anchor points that provide the team with
the conviction to hold a stock through periods
of heightened volatility.
This process narrows the universe of attractive
stocks to a more manageable Farm Team.

what are
anchor points?
Analyst-defined business
anchor points are drivers and
milestones a company is expected to reach and typically:
> Tie the team’s investment
thesis to each company’s
three- to five-year earnings
projections, which helps
facilitate a longer-term view.
>G
 ive the team continued
conviction to hold a stock
through periods of heightened volatility.
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farm team
All companies on the Farm Team have been subjected to intense fundamental
research that includes both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Their favorable
growth characteristics, high return on equity, high and improving margins, and
low debt make them, in the view of the managers, some of the best companies.
Portfolio managers then rank each of these companies based on the analysts’
valuation estimates of upside potential return versus downside risk. The upside
price target is based on a fair multiple of the analyst’s estimate of earnings for the
upcoming calendar year. The downside estimate is based on a more conservative
multiple of the company’s last 12 months of earnings.

portfolio
In the team’s estimation, the difference between a good company and a good
stock is its valuation. This is where the analyst’s estimate of upside potential
versus downside risk comes in. Only those stocks with an estimated ratio of
2:1 or better are considered for inclusion in a portfolio.
Portfolio managers look to build sector-neutral portfolios with relatively narrow
allocation bands (typically between plus-or-minus 20% of benchmark weights)
with the goal of driving excess performance primarily through stock selection.
This investment process aims to take advantage of market inefficiencies by
building growth portfolios with high active share.
By applying this process consistently, the team believes it can capture most of the
upside of positive market returns while avoiding some of the downside of negative
markets. Their objective, of course, is to pursue strong absolute and risk-adjusted
returns over full business cycles. As with all investments, there is no guarantee that
a fund will achieve its objective.

We look to identify companies that
can parlay their innovative ideas into
sustainable earnings growth.
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risk
management
and sell
discipline

KNOW THE RISKS
For the RS Growth Team, the path to returns is just
as important as the returns themselves, so they’ve
devoted considerable attention to building and
refining their risk management framework.
Risk management isn’t a separate discipline—
it’s integrated throughout the investment
process. It begins with the analyst’s estimate
of upside potential versus downside risk and
continues with weekly meetings where the
team continually scrutinizes individual securities. A three-part risk management protocol
then helps minimize the potential negative
impact of any individual position.

early
warning
system
Evaluate any stocks
that are experiencing
price weakness

the
gauntlet
Require a rigorous
defense in order to
continue holding an
underperforming
stock
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The Radar helps maintain the team’s objectivity about each holding. Most important,
it helps ensure that a holding’s hard-won gains
aren’t lost.
Designed to flag potential issues with a company’s fundamentals before they are well known,
the Radar may give the team an advance
warning of potential problems.
It utilizes quantitative analysis of technical
factors—such as breaking a moving average;
increase or decrease in the stock’s volatility;
or performance that differs materially from
sector peers—that may foreshadow a stock’s
future negative developments.
The team then further analyzes each stock to
understand the causes of its behavior to determine whether to sell, hold or add to a position.

radar
Review technical
factors to determine the risk and
reward of future
performance

1

radar

2

early
warning system

The Early Warning System examines the previous month’s 10 best- and worst-performing
holdings, aiming to catch underperforming
stocks before they have a material impact on
portfolio performance.
At this stage, portfolio managers and analysts will
assess whether a stock’s price weakness reflects
serious issues with the business, or whether it
represents a temporary blip in performance.
Depending on the results, the team may continue to hold the stock, add to a position, or sell it.
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3
Risk
management
marries the
best of the
team’s fundamental
research with
sophisticated
quantitative
analysis.

the gauntlet

Stocks on the Gauntlet have scored poorly within the team’s quantitative
ranking system as well as exhibited price weakness that has likely detracted materially from portfolio performance. To reach the Gauntlet, a stock has likely had one
or more negative developments—within the business itself or in the marketplace—
that have caused its weakness.
For these reasons, the team places limits on these holdings—generally, stocks
on the Gauntlet can represent no more than 10% of the total portfolio while an
individual analyst’s holdings are limited to 2% of the total portfolio. These stocks
are subjected to a comprehensive review in which the entire team scrutinizes
the investment thesis to ensure objectivity.
Continued ownership requires a full defense that includes analysis of reasons to
own, anchor points, valuation, and a re-examination of its upside/downside ratio.
Above all, the team must have a clear rationale for how they expect the stock to
leave the Gauntlet and outperform going forward.
Most of the time, the team will sell stocks that have reached the Gauntlet but periodically they will defend and continue to hold stocks with positive outlooks.

sell discipline
The team believes the decision to sell is as important as
the decision to invest. That’s why they employ rigorous
fundamental analysis, supported by quantitative tools, to
determine when to sell or trim a position. Catalysts that
may prompt a sale include:
>T
 he stock reaches the analyst’s upside price target.
>B
 ottom-up analysis determines that the underlying
fundamentals of the company have changed.
>A
 firm fails to reach predetermined anchor points,
which often presages revenue and earnings shortfalls
that subsequently lead to stock underperformance.
>A
 company’s competitive advantage declines, the investment thesis fails, or senior management changes.
>A
 better opportunity exists elsewhere.
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GROWTH AT-A-GLANCE
The RS Investments Growth Team applies their process to portfolios that span
the capitalization spectrum. All portfolios draw on the team’s deep fundamental
research and comprehensive risk management protocol that the team has honed
over multiple market cycles. Together, they seek to offer a lineup of high-conviction
portfolios with performance driven primarily by stock selection.

mutual funds
class a class c class r class r6 class y
victory rs growth fund

rsgrx

rgwcx

rsgkx

–

rgryx

victory rs select
growth fund

rsdgx

rsgfx

rsdkx

rssrx

rssyx

victory rs mid cap
growth fund

rsmox

rmocx

rsmkx

rmorx

rmoyx

victory rs small cap
growth fund*

rsegx

regwx

rsekx

rsejx

rsyex

victory rs small cap
equity fund**

gpscx

rsccx

rsckx

–

rscyx

victory rs science and
technology fund

rsifx

rincx

rifkx

–

rifyx

institutional strategies
rs large cap growth strategy
rs small/mid cap growth strategy
rs mid cap growth strategy
rs small cap growth strategy

*Closed to most new investors.
**Victory RS Small Cap Equity Fund is closed to new investors.
Please contact Victory Capital for more information.
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Victory Capital

One Bush Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
www.vcm.com

As with all mutual funds, the value of an investment in the Fund
could decline, so you could lose money. Investing in small- and
mid-size companies can involve risks such as having less publicly
available information, higher volatility, and less liquidity than in the
case of larger companies. Overweighting investments in certain
sectors or industries increases the risk of loss due to general declines in the prices of stocks in those sectors or industries. Investments in technology companies may be highly volatile.

The Funds are distributed by Victory Capital Advisers, Inc. (“VCA”),
member FINRA and SIPC. Victory Capital Management Inc., an affiliate of VCA, is the investment advisor to the Funds and receives a
fee from the Funds for its services.

An investor should consider the fund’s investment objectives,
risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing or
sending money. This and other important information about
the investment company can be found in the fund’s prospectus, or, if available, the summary prospectus. To obtain a copy,
visit www.victoryfundliterature.com.
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